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Abstract
We propose a generic reward shaping approach
for improving rate of convergence in reinforcement
learning (RL), called Self Improvement Based
REwards, or SIBRE. The approach can be used for
episodic environments in conjunction with any ex-
isting RL algorithm, and consists of rewarding im-
provement over the agent’s own past performance.
We show that SIBRE converges under the same
conditions as the algorithm whose reward has been
modified. The new rewards help discriminate be-
tween policies when the original rewards are either
weakly discriminated or sparse. Experiments show
that in certain environments, this approach speeds
up learning and converges to the optimal policy
faster. We analyse SIBRE theoretically, and follow
it up with tests on several well-known benchmark
environments for reinforcement learning.1
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is useful for solving sequential
decision-making problems in complex environments. Value-
based [Mnih et al., 2015; Van Hasselt et al., 2016], actor-
critic and its extensions [Schulman et al., 2015; Schulman
et al., 2017], and Monte-Carlo methods [Guo et al., 2014]
have been shown to match or exceed human performance in
games. However, the training effort required for these algo-
rithms tends to be high [Mnih et al., 2016; Silver et al., 2017;
Pachocki et al., 2018], especially in environments with com-
plex state and action spaces. One reason for slow learning is
that long episodes and sparse rewards are able to observe only
a weak reward signal, leading to a sluggish initial response.
In this paper, we propose a modification to the reward func-
tion (called SIBRE, short for Self Improvement Based RE-
ward) that aims to improve the rate of learning in episodic
sparse reward environments. SIBRE is a threshold-based re-
ward for RL algorithms, which provides a positive reward
when the agent improves on its past performance, and nega-
tive reward otherwise. This reward mechanism can be used in
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conjunction with any standard RL algorithm (value or policy-
based) without additional changes.
Motivating applications in literature: Apart from game-
based applications, reinforcement learning has been used in
operations research problems [Zhang and Dietterich, 1995],
robotics [Gu et al., 2017], and networked systems [O’Neill
et al., 2010]. We expect SIBRE to be helpful in such sce-
narios, because it addresses challenges such as (i) lack of
knowledge of optimal reward level, (ii) variation of optimal
reward values across instances within the same domain, and
(iii) weak differentiation between rewards from optimal and
suboptimal actions. It does so by comparing current perfor-
mance with the agent’s own history, thus providing a baseline
for learning. Similar approaches appear to have worked in lit-
erature on container loading [Verma et al., 2019] and railway
scheduling [Khadilkar, 2019] problems, without being for-
mally proposed or analysed. One study on bin packing does
propose reward shaping explicitly, and is described below.
Literature on formal reward shaping: The proposed
approach (SIBRE) falls under the category of reward shaping
approaches for RL. Prior literature has shown that the opti-
mal policy learnt by RL remains invariant under reward shap-
ing if the modification can be expressed as a potential func-
tion [Ng et al., 1999]. Other studies such as [Badnava and
Mozayani, 2019] have used potential functions for transfer
learning. While the concept is valuable, designing a potential
function for each problem could be a difficult task. More
closely related is [Laterre et al., 2018], where the authors
show improved performance on a bin packing task under a
ranked reward scheme, where the agent’s reward is based on
its recent performance. The reward signal is binary (±1), and
is based on a comparison with the 75th percentile of recently
observed rewards. These binary rewards are used as targets
for value estimation. While SIBRE is conceptually similar,
the key differences are (i) a continuous rather than binary re-
ward, (ii) a mechanism designed to work with any existing RL
algorithm, (iii) a theoretical analysis of convergence, and (iv)
demonstration of the effect of SIBRE on multiple standard
RL algorithms, and on multiple benchmark environments.
We consider the key contributions of this work to be, (i) ex-
plicitly defining a novel, general, and reusable reward shap-
ing approach for improving rate of convergence in episodic
sparse reward environments (Section 2), (ii) theoretically es-
tablishing its convergence (Section 3), and (iii) experiments
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on several well-known RL environments (Section 4) that
show improvement in rate of convergence to the optimal pol-
icy (including during transfer learning), compared to standard
RL algorithms.
2 Description of Methodology
Consider an episodic Markov Decision Process (MDP) speci-
fied by the standard tuple < S,A,R, P > [Sutton and Barto,
2018], where S is the state space, A is the action space, R
is the set of possible rewards, and P is the transition func-
tion. We assume the existence of a reinforcement learning
algorithm for learning the optimal mapping S → A. We use
Q-Learning [Watkins and Dayan, 1992] for ease of explana-
tion in this section, but similar arguments can be developed
for policy and actor-critic based algorithms. Typically, the re-
ward structure is a natural consequence of the problem from
which the MDP was derived. For example, in the popular
environment Gridworld [Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2018], the
task is to navigate through a 2-D grid towards a goal state.
The most common reward structure in this problem is to pro-
vide a small negative step reward for every action that does
not end in the goal state, and a large positive terminal re-
ward for reaching the goal state. It follows that the value
of optimal reward depends on both the values of the step
and terminal rewards, as well as on the size of the grid. In
this paper, we retain the original step rewards Rk for time
step k within the episode, but replace the terminal reward for
episode t by a baseline-differenced value of the total return
Gt : S,A,S → IR:
rk,t(sk, ak, sk+1) =
{
Gt − ρt, sk+1 ∈ T
Rk, otherwise
(1)
where k is the step within an episode, t is the number of the
episode, T is the set of terminal states, Gt is the return for
episode t, and ρt is the performance threshold at episode t.
Note that the return Gt is based on the original reward struc-
ture of the MDP. If the original step reward at k is Rk, then
Gt =
∑
Rk. The net effect of SIBRE is to provide a positive
terminal reward, if Gt ≥ ρt and negative otherwise, which
gives the notion of self-improvement. For the purposes of
the subsequent proof, we assume that a number x of episodes
is run after every threshold update, allowing the q-values to
converge with respect to the latest threshold value. Note that
x can be a different number from one update to another. Once
the q-values have converged, the threshold can be updated us-
ing the relation,
ρt+1 =
{
ρt + βt(
∑t
y=t−x+1
Gy
x − ρt) if updating q-values
ρt otherwise
,
where βt ∈ (0, 1) is the step size and is assumed to be exter-
nally defined according to a fixed schedule.
Training process: The q-values are trained after every
episode t, while the threshold is updated after x episodes once
the q-values have converged. If the initial threshold value is
very low, it is fairly easy for the algorithm to achieve the pos-
itive terminal reward, and a large proportion of state-action
pairs converge to positive q-values. During the next threshold
update, the high average returns since the last update result
in an increase in the value of ρt. The threshold thus acts as a
lagging performance measure of the algorithm over the train-
ing history. The algorithm is said to have converged when
both the threshold and the q-values converge. A schematic of
the procedure is shown in Figure 1. The original rewards R
only affect the returns G, which in turn are used to update the
threshold ρ for SIBRE. At the end of each episode, the cur-
rent return and threshold values are used to compute the new
rewards r, which implicitly or explicitly drive the policy pi.
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Figure 1: Training process using SIBRE.
3 Proof of Convergence
After every update to the threshold ρ, we assume that the cho-
sen reinforcement learning algorithm is allowed to converge
using the modified SIBRE rewards r. Further, we assume that
the chosen algorithm in its default form is known to converge
to the optimal policy. For example, in Q-Learning it is known
thatQ values converge toQ∗ under mild conditions [Jaakkola
et al., 1994]. Let ρ∗ = Epi∗ [G] = V ∗(s0) be the maximum
expected return from the start state for the original reward
structure. The following theorem shows that the algorithm
with SIBRE-defined rewards also converges in expectation to
the same return. Note that we do not make any assumptions
about the form of the RL algorithm.
Theorem 1: An RL algorithm with known convergence
properties, still converges to the optimal return when used in
conjunction with SIBRE.
Proof: We prove the conjecture by considering three cases
for the current threshold ρt with respect to the optimal thresh-
old ρ∗. The crux of the proof is to show that the expectation
of ρt moves towards ρ∗ (or remains at ρ∗) in all three cases.
Case 1: E[ρt] < ρ∗
There exists a policy for which E[G] = ρ∗, therefore there
exist policy for which E[Gt] > E[ρt]. If we let the RL algo-
rithm converge, E[Gt] > E[ρt]
ρt+1 = ρt + βt(Gt − ρt)
E[ρt+1] = E[ρt] + βtE[Gt − ρt]
E[ρt+1] > E[ρt] (2)
{Since βt > 0 and E[Gt] > E[ρt]}
ρt+1 = (1− βt)ρt + βtGt
E[ρt+1] = (1− βt)E[ρt] + βtE[Gt]
< (1− βt)ρ∗ + βtρ∗
E[ρt+1] < ρ∗ (3)
{Since ρ∗ ≥ E[Gt] by definition}
From (1) and (2):
E[ρt] < E[ρt+1] < ρ∗ (4)
Case 2: E[ρt] > ρ∗
There exists no policy for which E[Gt] ≥ E[ρt] since by def-
inition of ρ∗, it is the maximum expected return. If we let the
RL algorithm converge, E[Gt] < E[ρt]
ρt+1 = ρt + βt(Gt − ρt)
E[ρt+1] = E[ρt] + E[βt(Gt − ρt)]
E[ρt+1] < E[ρt] (5)
{Since βt > 0 and E[Gt] < E[ρt]}
Case 3: E[ρt] = ρ∗
There exists a policy for which E[G] = ρ∗, therefore for the
same policy E[Gt] = E[ρt] = ρ∗. If we let the RL algorithm
converge, E[Gt] = E[ρt]
ρt+1 = ρt + βt(Gt − ρt)
E[ρt+1] = E[ρt] + E[βt(Gt − ρt)]
E[ρt+1] = E[ρt] = ρ∗ (6)
{Since E[Gt − ρt] = 0}
Hence proved,
E[ρt] < ρ∗ =⇒ E[ρt] < E[ρt+1] < ρ∗
E[ρt] > ρ∗ =⇒ E[ρt+1] < E[ρt]
E[ρt] = ρ∗ =⇒ E[ρt+1] = E[ρt] = ρ∗
Therefore ρ → ρ∗ and the optimal policy for the new re-
ward structure, SIBRE, when ρ = ρ∗ is an optimal policy for
the original MDP since by definition, the optimal policy is
one that attains the maximum expected reward.
3.1 Notes on the Proof of Theorem 1
• A step in the direction of optimality for the new reward
structure rk,t, given by SIBRE, is also a step in the di-
rection of optimality for the original reward structureR.
• In order to observe the convergence characteristics as de-
scribed above, we do not necessarily need to let the RL
algorithm converge to the final policy after each thresh-
old update. We only need sufficient training to ensure,
E[Gt] > E[ρt] for E[ρt] < ρ∗
E[Gt] < E[ρt] for E[ρt] > ρ∗
E[Gt] = E[ρt] for E[ρt] = ρ∗
• In practical use, we found that training once after every
episode also shows similar convergence characteristics.
We use this approximation for all the results reported
later in this study.
3.2 Intuition
Our hypothesis is that the rewards under SIBRE, as defined
in (1), help RL algorithms discriminate between good and
bad actions more easily. The effect is similar to that of base-
lines in policy gradient algorithms [Greensmith et al., 2004],
but can be generically applied to all reinforcement learning
algorithms, including value-based methods. The effect is par-
ticularly noticeable in sparse reward settings, or in environ-
ments where the measurable difference in outcomes (rewards)
is small. In both cases, the terminal reward in (1) becomes
significant in proportion to the total rewards over the episode.
Section 4 provides empirical support for this reasoning.
4 Experiments and Results
To validate our approach and evaluate its effectiveness, we
broadly use the following two experimental setups.
4.1 Gridworld
To evaluate the effectiveness of SIBRE, we use a vari-
able sized Gridworld environment [Chevalier-Boisvert et al.,
2018] with a negative step reward and a positive terminal re-
ward for reaching the goal. We use the following versions of
the Gridworld domain:
• Door & Key environment: This environment has a key
that the agent must pick up to unlock a door and then
get to the gold. This environment is challenging to solve
because of its sparse reward structure.
• Multi-room environment: This environment has a se-
ries of connected rooms with doors that must be opened
to get to the next room. The final room has the gold that
the agent must get to. This environment is also challeng-
ing particularly with increasing number of rooms.
We have earlier proved the convergence properties of
SIBRE with Q-learning but we experiment with A2C [Konda,
2002], as well.
Door & Key Environment
We compare the results of pure A2C with those of
A2C+SIBRE on grids of dimensions up to 6x6. The initial
position of the agent, the position of gold and that of the
key are all randomly set. An episode terminates after the
agent reaches the gold or after 1000 time-steps are elapsed,
whichever happens earlier.
We use the following values of the hyperparameters: γ =
0.9,  = 1, -decay = 0.995, learning rate = 7 × 10−4, β =
0.7 (for SIBRE, from Fig. 2 (b) ) . Both the algorithms were
trained for 1.8 Million frames over 30 runs.
There is a −0.1 penalty for every step and a +4.0 reward
for reaching the gold. There is no intermediate reward for
picking the key or opening the door which makes the task
challenging. We observe that A2C with SIBRE is able to con-
verge for grids with dimensions up to 6x6 (Figure 2 (a)) much
faster than than A2C and SIBRE also has a higher average re-
ward.
Figure 2 (b) shows a parameter sensitivity curve with re-
spect to β for this environment. For smaller values of β, it
does not learn as well. We can attribute this to slow learning
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Figure 2: (a) SIBRE+A2C vs pure A2C on 6x6 Door & Key Environment. (b) Parameter Sensitivity plots for SIBRE on Doorkey.
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Figure 3: (a) SIBRE+A2C vs pure A2C on Multi-room Environment with two rooms. (b) Parameter Sensitivity plots for SIBRE on Multiroom.
of the threshold which we observe is very important in this
domain for good performance.
Multi-room Environment
We compare the results of pure A2C with those of
A2C+SIBRE on Multi-room environment. The initial posi-
tion of the agent and that of the gold are set randomly. An
episode terminates after the agent reaches the gold or after
1000 time-steps are elapsed, whichever happens earlier.
We use the following values of the hyper-parameters: γ =
0.9,  = 1, -decay = 0.995, learning rate = 7 × 10−4, β =
0.01 (for SIBRE, from Fig. 3 (b)). Both the algorithms were
trained for 1.8 Million frames over 30 runs.
Initially, there is a −0.1 penalty for every step and a +4.0
reward for reaching the gold. There is no intermediate reward
for moving from one room to the other which increases the
complexity of the task. We observe that both the techniques
are able to converge for environments with up to 2 rooms.
The learning curves are shown in Figure 3 (a). It’s evident
from the performance comparison that that A2C converges a
bit faster with SIBRE.
Figure 3 (b) portrays the β-sensitivity curves. For this en-
vironment, we observe much robust performance of SIBRE
with respect to β, with varying values not affecting perfor-
mance as much.
4.2 Gym Environments and Atari
In addition we also tested out SIBRE on FrozenLake [Brock-
man et al., 2016] and 3 Atari 2600 games, Pong, Freeway and
Venture. Since we used policy-based methods (A2C) for our
previous experiments, we experimented using a value-based
method, Rainbow [Hessel et al., 2017], which shows good
performance across almost all Atari games. For FrozenLake
we used Q-learning.
FrozenLake
FrozenLake is a stochastic world setting, where the agent
needs to traverse a grid (4x4). Some of the states have slip-
pery ice which are safe to walk on, some have holes where
the episode terminates with no reward. One of the states has
a goal which provides a terminal reward of +1. Additionally,
the stochasticity is induced in the environment because of the
slippery ice, where the state the agent ends up in partially de-
pends on the chosen action.
For this environment, we trained an agent with tabular-Q
learning. The agent was trained for 10000 episodes with a
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Figure 4: (a) Q-learning+SIBRE vs Q-learning on Frozenlake (b) Rainbow+SIBRE vs Rainbow on Pong
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Figure 5: (a) SIBRE+Rainbow vs Rainbow on Freeway (b) SIBRE+Rainbow vs Rainbow on Venture
turn-limit of 100 steps per episode in which case the agent
terminates with a reward of 0. The hyper-parameters used
were: γ = 0.99, learning rate = 0.01, β = 0.1 (for SIBRE).
The learning curves of both the algorithms, each trained
over 100 independent runs are shown in Figure 4 (a). We used
a UCB1 [Sutton and Barto, 2018] style exploration, where
we found Q-learning to not work as well as SIBRE and it
converged to a much lower value as compared to Q-learning
with SIBRE, which has a higher average reward.
Pong
In Pong, the agent has to defeat the opponent by hitting a
ball with a paddle and making the opponent miss the ball.
The agent gets a reward of +1 every-time the opponent misses
and a reward of -1 every-time the agent misses the ball. The
episode terminates after the agent gets to ±21.
For Pong, we used Rainbow without multi-step updates
(n=1). The agent was trained for 1 Million frames and the
results across the 5 runs are plotted in Fig. 4 (b). Also, re-
maining the hyper-parameters used are same as in [Hessel et
al., 2017] with SIBRE using β = 0.1. Across all the 5 runs
in pong, Rainbow with SIBRE reaches optimal policy much
faster than Rainbow and even the worst performing run with
SIBRE is doing better than the best performing run without
SIBRE, which signifies the improvement of using a thresh-
old based reward structure to accelerate running. However,
asymptotically both reach optimal performance.
Freeway
In Freeway, the agent has to cross a road with traffic without
hitting the car and every-time it crosses the road the agent
gets a reward of +1 and it is moved back if it hits a car. This
is also a relatively sparse reward setting.
To solve this environment, we use Rainbow with same
original settings as the paper [Hessel et al., 2017] and we
run it for 30 Million Frames. We plot the mean episode re-
wards every 125k frames. For Freeway to work well with-
out SIBRE, we clipped the rewards to (-1,+1) whereas with
SIBRE we passed the original rewards to SIBRE. All the re-
maining hyper-parameters are same as [Hessel et al., 2017],
and we used β = 0.1 for SIBRE.
In this environment, we find SIBRE to accelerate training,
as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and it converges faster to the optimal
policy with the same asymptotic reward.
Venture
Venture is a maze-navigation game, which is difficult to solve
because of the sparsity of rewards. The agent has to navigate
through a maze with enemies and escape within a certain time
to avoid being killed. The reward is dependent on the time it
takes to exit the maze.
Rainbow [Hessel et al., 2017] does pretty well in this
game as opposed to many Deep Reinforcement Learning al-
gorithms which struggle to solve the task. Both the algo-
rithms were run for 120 Million frames. In this game too, we
used the same hyper-parameters as used for Freeway. Rain-
bow used reward clipping to improve performance. SIBRE
however, did not use any reward clipping and we ran it with
β = 0.1.
In Venture, as well (Fig. 5 (b)), we noticed a speed-up in
training and a higher average reward across training.
4.3 Similar reward shaping in practical problems
We found three prior studies in literature that used reward
shaping in practical applications, that was similar in concept
to SIBRE. [Laterre et al., 2018] showed improved results on
a bin-packing task using a ranked-reward scheme. A binary
reward signal was computed using the agent’s own past per-
formance. [Khadilkar, 2019] use a related approach for on-
line computation of railway schedules. They use comparison
with a prior performance threshold to define whether the lat-
est schedule has improved on the benchmark. This binary
signal (success or failure) is used to train a tabular Q-learning
algorithm. [Verma et al., 2019] use improvement with re-
spect to previous objective values as the proxy for total return
in a policy gradient framework. While we could not locate
any studies that used SIBRE in its precise form for practical
problems, the success of similar versions of reward shaping
indicates that SIBRE could be useful for such problems.
4.4 Transfer Learning on DoorKey
SIBRE learns the value of a threshold which it aims to beat
after each episode. The threshold encourages it to keep do-
ing better. So we believe that once it has learnt the thresh-
old properly, we get optimal performance. When we use the
same model to learn on a bigger state-space with same reward
structure, the value of the threshold provides a high initial
value to beat and this helps in easy transfer of learning.
In DoorKey, we first train on 6x6 grid for 0.8 Million
Frames and then transfer to 8x8 grid and train it for further
2.4 Million Frames and the results plotted are averaged over
10 runs.All other hyper-parameters are same as the previous
experiment. From Figure 6 it is evident that SIBRE enables
faster transfer as well as good overall performance.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
The results presented in this work show that RL algorithms
have empirically better performance, both qualitative and
quantitative, when coupled with SIBRE for the selected en-
vironments. In particular, the capacity of the suggested tech-
nique to perform better in large instances using transfer learn-
ing makes it suitable for solving real-life problems. By aver-
aging the rewards obtained over past episodes, SIBRE pro-
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Figure 6: SIBRE+A2C vs A2C on transfer learning from 6x6 to 8x8
grid in DoorKey environment
vides an improvement-based reward function. This allows
the agent to constantly improve over its past performance.
Further, in our research, we plan to test the potential ad-
vantages of using a threshold-based reward, in terms of sta-
bility and performance for additional RL algorithms (espe-
cially recent advances such as DDPG [Lillicrap et al., 2016],
TRPO [Schulman et al., 2015] and PPO [Schulman et al.,
2017]). We also want to use the technique along with cur-
riculum/transfer learning [Yoshua Bengio, 2009] especially
in partially observed environments where the state and ac-
tion space sizes remain the same (local) but the environment
complexity (scale, observability, stochasticity, non-linearity)
is scaled up. Finally, there remains the possibility of includ-
ing non-episodic MDPs within the threshold-based setup.
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